Rotary Cultivator

- Rotating Blades Make Cultivating and Weeding the Garden Almost Effortless
- Detachable Teeth are Perfect for Precision Cultivating Between and Around Rows
- Adjustable Handle and Cushioned Grip Make Gardening More Comfortable

Advantages of Using the Rotary Cultivator

- Easier to cultivate between and around rows
- Quickly loosens soil and removes weeds at the same time
- Removable teeth let you custom configure the Rotary Cultivator for precision cultivating
- Adjustable handle lets you customize the Rotary Cultivator’s reach
- Extra durable, all steel construction
- Guaranteed Forever!

Operating Instructions
To adjust the length of the handle, simply grasp the grip with one hand while holding the head end stationary with the other hand. Twist the grip counter-clockwise to unlock. Slide the handle to the desired length and lock it into position by twisting clockwise.

To remove any of the 3 individual cultivator teeth wheels assembly just loosen the triangular set screw above the individual shaft until the wheel assembly slides out of the receiver.

Cultivate Your Garden with Ease
The Rotary Cultivator loosens the soil and weeds in your garden faster and with less effort. Specially-designed, bladed wheels rotate to create a scissors-like action that breaks up soil and uproots weeds while automatically cleaning themselves. The detachable blades can be removed for custom configuration so you can till between wide or narrow rows and around plants. The adjustable handle lets you customize the extension to your preference and prevents bending and back strain.